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Abstract: High performance computing including parallel and distributing systems now focus on power efficient execution. This is not only to the rising energy cost but these systems are playing a major role in global warming and greenhouse gas emissions. The birth of multicore systems is a major cause of huge power consumption and producing a lot of heat. Cores are the fundamental units that read and execute instructions in a computer program. A single core CPU has only one core that executes single instruction at a time. A multicore CPU has more than one independent processing core on a single chip to increase throughput and performance. Theoretically, by adding extra core to the same chip double the performance, but in practice speed of each core is slower than the single core processor. Likewise executing more instructions increases power consumption and thus produce extra high temperature. Soft-wares are written for multicore platform that distribute the workload amongst multiple identical or different cores. This functionality is called thread-level parallelism. These particular methods are called load balancing mechanism. In this paper we have summarized a number of load balancing algorithms that minimize the power consumption of multicore technology while maintaining performance to the best level. We have also compared two important algorithms proposed in the literature in terms of faster execution time and power efficiency.
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INTRODUCTION

To use the multiple cores efficiently, the distribution or partitioning of threads among the cores is a critical and important concern. Multi-core hardware can increase the performance and save the power consumption in a much better way if all the cores stay similarly active. If the cores are not equally loaded, some cores will be overloaded and slow while other are idle and waste the CPU cycles. In worse, inappropriate workload partitioning can increase massage passing among cores and disputes for shared resources which reduce the performance significantly. To execute a workload on multicore processors the workload must be distributed amongst different cores using some proper mechanism or algorithm. There are few basic steps involve in designing parallel applications:

Partitioning Phase: In the first step of designing algorithm, designers need to find out the opportunities for parallel execution of the threads. The main purpose of this is to define number of small tasks that they can run in parallel on different cores [1]. The task is divided into a number of jobs and then these jobs are scheduled to individual cores. Dependability of different jobs must be considered when deciding to push jobs to core for execution. For example all jobs having dependency must me pushed to same cores to eliminate communication overhead or push then to neighboring cores to minimize the communication overhead.

Communication Phase: Due to some reasons tasks can't be executed concurrently those who were planned to be execute in parallel. In general, those tasks will be executed independently. Result of one task may be required to another task, so the data must be transferred between tasks to allow computation to continue. This massage passing or data transfer between tasks is specified in communication phase [1].
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Mapping Phase: In the absolute stage of designing of parallel algorithm, designers identify where tasks will execute. "This mapping problem does not arise on uniprocessors or on shared memory computers because they provide automatic task scheduling" [2].

Many cores might be homogeneous i.e. all cores having same characteristics and properties or heterogeneous i.e. different cores have different characteristics like speed, architecture, voltage or frequency scaling to achieve power efficiency [3] and etc. scheduling tasks for homogeneous cores is likely sample than scheduling tasks over heterogeneous cores as in homogeneous systems all the cores are operating with the same frequency and speed.

Parallel Programming: Multicore architectures basically consist of cluster of SMP nodes. OpenMP [4], MPI [5] and Heterogeneous MPI (HMPI) programming paradigms can be used for parallelization of instruction codes for such architectures. OpenMP uses shared memory and hence is viewed as a simpler programming paradigm than MPI which is primarily a distributed memory paradigm. As OpenMP applications cannot be scaled beyond more than single SMP node but MPI can be scaled to more SMP nodes. MPI based applications may introduce overhead in inter-node communication. Therefore proper programming mechanism should be implemented over these multicore architecture to make them efficient. In some cases MPI implementation gives better performance than the OpenMP implementation, but in other cases OpenMP implementation performs better than the MPI counterpart and requires less programming effort as well. HMPI are specially designed to concentrate on critical edge. In 2007, it was projected that ICT industry accounts for about 2% of global CO₂ emissions; this is comparable to the amount of CO₂ emitted by the aeronautics. The following graph shows power consumption of different system components
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Load Balancing: Load balancing is computer networking methodology to distribute work load across multiple computers or cores network links, central processing units, disk drive and other devices to achieve the optimal resource utilization, maximize throughput, minimize response time and avoid over load. In simple terms, load balancing is a method to spread tasks out over multiple resources. By processing tasks and guiding sessions on different servers, load balancing helps a network avoid annoying downtime and delivers optimal performance to
users [9]. There are virtual load balancing solutions that work in a manner similar to virtual applications or server environments. There are also physical load balancing hardware solutions that can be integrated with a network. The method used depends entirely upon the team implementing the solution and their particular needs. Load balancing is a computer networking methodology to distribute workload across multiple computers or a computer cluster, network links, central processing units, disk drives, or other resources, to achieve optimal resource utilization, maximize throughput, minimize response time and avoid overload. Using multiple components with load balancing, instead of a single component, may increase reliability through redundancy. The load balancing service is usually provided by dedicated software or hardware, such as a multilayer switch or a domain name server.

Following are the scheduling techniques that are briefly discussed in [10].

**OLB Scheduler:** The OLB Scheduler, like those found in Resource Management Systems and Distributed OSs, uses Opportunistic Load Balancing (OLB) and assigns the next queued job to the next available machine.

**LBA Scheduler:** The LBA Scheduler assigning each job to the machine where it is predicted, assuming that all machines are unused, to execute the fastest (a policy referred to as Limited Best Assignment or LBA).

**Smart Scheduler:** The Smart Scheduler assigns jobs to machines based both upon their expected performance on the various platforms as well as the loads on those machines [11].

In next section some literature review and recent research work is presented for homogeneous and heterogeneous multicore. In general the following factors must be kept in front while designing an efficient algorithm for such parallel and distributed systems [12].

- Workload must be equally distributed across the available cores that are capable of performing their executing.
- Resources i.e. core utilization should not be wasted. A task should not be allotted to a core that is over provisioned with respect to that task.
- A valid and exact mapping of a task to a core must be found if such an assignment exists. This process must not increase significant overhead to the cost of executing that specific task.
- In case of splitting the tasks set to fully utilize the cores, unreasonably dependencies should not be considered. It is necessary to avoid splitting the tasks as it might increase the total execution time of the task. Execution time of a single task is given by:

\[
\text{TotalET} = \text{ETcore} + (\text{TaskSplitTime}) + (\text{WaitTime})
\]

Hence total execution time of the tasks set is:

\[
(\text{Total ET}) = \sum_{i=0}^{n} (\text{ET core}_i + (\text{Task Split Time})_n + (\text{Wait Time})_n)
\]

- Task shifting is more advantageous to utilization than task splitting, if utilization is possible through light task shifting, huge task must not be considered as it will increase the communication overhead and hence might reduce performance.

**Related Work:** In [13] Bautista proposed a simple power-aware scheduling algorithm for multi-core systems. This scheduling algorithm moves the extra workload from overloaded cores to the less loaded cores. A complete task is moves from over loaded system to less loaded cores. This algorithm reduces the energy consumption while increasing or decreasing the frequency of the cores. Simple power aware technique is never able to maintain the workload equal on cores, so all cores are not equally utilized. Simple power-aware scheme do not split the task so it move the complete task to other core.

In [14] Raj Kumar introduced the technique of highest priority task splitting. Task is divided into two portions \( o' \) and \( o" \). \( t' \) of each splitting task is assign to next processing core and \( t" \) is must assign to the last core. Every time a task is allocated to a processing core, a schedulability test ensures that the tasks allotted to a core are schedulable with deadline monotonic. The existing problem in this approach is that all cores are not equally loaded.

In [15] N. Min Allah proposed a scheduling algorithm which finds the lowest core speed utilization and then the lightest task from the heavy core is shifted to the lowest loaded cores o maintain the uniform system speed. The existing problem in this approach is that there is no task splitting and all cores are not equally utilized. An RM algorithm is implemented for fixed priority tasks over multiple cores and has found that all the tasks are optimal and feasible. They have minimized the energy consumption to some significant level. Fig. 2 [15] shows the lowest core speed cores utilization after shifting.
In [2] Seo presented a dynamic task repartitioning algorithm that distributes the given workload among the cores. All cores are divided into two groups, (i) Donator and (ii) Grantee. Donator moves task to grantee and the grantee groups execute these tasks. Algorithm use cycle conserving is capable to maintain L for all processing cores so

\[ L = \sum w_i/p_i - \sum c_i/p_1 \]

And Power is reduced using cycle conserving. There is no task splitting techniques in this approach, hence all cores are not equally utilized. Kato [1] presented a partitioned scheduling scheme for the multiprocessors. This technique assigns the tasks to specific processors in such a way that processor one is filled with tasks 100 percent utilized and remaining processor are filled according to some specific value. A task can be split in two subtasks and these two partitioned are assigned to different processor if any processors don’t have the sufficient space. Split tasks are executed in any order. All processors are not equally utilized because processor 1 is 100 percent utilized and the remaining processors are utilized to some specific value.

In [16] M. Zakarya have proposed a new load balancing algorithm for scheduling real-time tasks in a multi-core processor technology. They have also introduced task splitting concept to balance the load on each core to minimize its energy requirements. They claim for having achieved workload partitioning with 100 percent precision. All cores are 100% utilized. This algorithm is capable to distribute workload among all processing cores equally and keep the utilization of all processing cores on a verage. This means that no processing core is extra loaded or extra burdened.

In proposed technique all the processing cores are considered to be homogeneous, so if the workload is distributed evenly, all cores will complete their work at the same time. Proposed workload partitioning algorithm can be used for reducing the energy consumption in multi-core systems. This proposed algorithm can easily be used with cycle-conserving technique which can update the utilization of each core dynamically on release and completion of a task. These tasks are capable to complete their execution earlier than it’s provided WCET. Fig. 3 [16] shows 100% balancing for multicores.

In order to make full use of processing cores the authors in [17] proposed a task scheduling algorithm on the basis of task duplication. There algorithm composed of three steps of operations so that threads are allocated to processing cores more suitably. This algorithm not only increases the executive efficiency of task scheduling, but also can adjust scheduling sets according to the number of processing cores. This algorithm reduces communication overhead and keeps load balancing between cores and meanwhile speedup ratio of parallel program is improved.
Table 1: Comparative study of different load balancing algorithm on multicore platform

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload on each cores</th>
<th>Energy efficient workload balancing for real-time systems over multicore</th>
<th>Partitioned fixed-priority preemptive scheduling</th>
<th>Simple power-aware scheduling for multi-core systems</th>
<th>Power Efficient Rate monotonic Scheduling for multi-core systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Workload on each cores</td>
<td>100% Equal</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>Never equal</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task migration</td>
<td>m-1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Utilization of cores are balanced</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task splitting</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of splitted tasks</td>
<td>m-1</td>
<td>m-1</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra load on any core</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy expenditure due to unbalanced workload</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Splitted objects per core</td>
<td>At least one and at most two</td>
<td>At most one</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilization bound per core</td>
<td>100% with EDF</td>
<td>60% with partitioning DM scheduling</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of splitted portions</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution order of splitted portions</td>
<td>Not in parallel and ( z_i ) before than ( z_j )</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time complexity (average case)</td>
<td>( O(e^r) )</td>
<td>( O(e^r) )</td>
<td>( O(e^r) )</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task importance</td>
<td>Equal</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>IC based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheduling criterion</td>
<td>Task period</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Task period</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Load balancing over heterogeneous cores is a tedious job. The underlying OS scheduler needs to be heterogeneous-aware, so that it can tie jobs to cores according to features of cores. Some of the distinguished loads balancing algorithms proposed are [18] and [19]. Both of them assume a system with two core types i.e. fast & slow. These algorithms checks for unceasing performance monitoring to conclude optimal task-to-core assignment. IPC-driven algorithm in [18] intermittently samples tasks, IPC on available cores i.e. fast & slow, to decide the relative benefit for each task from running on the core i.e. fast. Those tasks that have a higher fast-to-slow IPC ratio have precedence in execution on the faster core, as they might be able to attain a relatively greater speed-up there. The method in [19] uses an analogous mechanism, except that the sampling method for tasks is further efficient & robust by using more than one sample per core type per task. In addition, the authors in [19] have also proposed an algorithm that tries to determine a globally optimal assignment by sampling performance of task groups rather than making local thread-swapping decisions. Both these methodologies promise meaningfully improved performance than naive heterogeneous-agnostic policies with any kind of heterogeneous workload, but both are difficult to scale to many cores [20].

In [10] the authors have designed a scheduling framework for managing jobs and resources in a heterogeneous computational environment. They called it SmartNet that not only implements scheduling algorithms, but also provides the information essential for these algorithms to make clever judgments. SmartNet is designed to measure both machine affinity and loads and provide this information to its scheduling algorithms.

The performance of multi-core systems relies on an effective cache system. Some authors [21] have focused on cache i.e. L1, L2 and L3 performance to increase the core performance. In a multicore processor each core might have its own private cache or/and might share the LCC i.e. last level cache. LCC can also be private for some cores. Any way if these caches are designed or used in such a way that communication cost is minimized, core utilization will be effected. We can improve the cache system through adapting the cache usage as per core requirements and if needed store the mostly used instruction in LCC or in shared cache implementing any of the least recently used (LRU), most recently used (MRU), mostly used, rare used algorithms.

It is essential to develop efficient scheduling strategies to appropriately allocate core to instructions / tasks. However scheduling is challenging due to its inherent NP-completeness. We should have some new approaches based on Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) where numerous candidate solutions (particles) coexist and collaborate indirectly. Each particle ?ies in the problem search galaxy looking for an optimal position to land. A particle regulates its position as time passes according to its private familiarity as well as to the knowledge it gains from its neighboring particles. In [22] the authors have presented a PSO based scheduling algorithm for distributed cloud computing [23, 24]. Their experiments accomplished using CloudSim and job data from real scientific problem show that their proposed PSO based scheduler balance the studied metrics efficiently as compared to random assignment based and genetic algorithms based schedulers. Similarly a lot of genetic algorithms [29, 30] are available that have tried to optimize the scheduling problem for heterogeneous multicore systems.
In [25] the authors have proposed a load balancing algorithm for multi-processors. They have proposed a TL-PLANE based approach to prioritize the tasks for real-time systems and have scheduled the tasks to more suitable processors to maintain their speed. Further they have implemented task splitting mechanism to utilize all the processors with the same frequency and speed. They have reduced the number of tasks which are splitted and have thus enhanced the execution time of every individual processor. Fig 4 [25] shows load balancing for multiprocessors having homogeneous architectures.

CONCLUSION

In this article we have summarized a number of load balancing algorithms that balance the load amongst a number of homogeneous cores. Load balancing [26] utilizes all the cores to its maximum performance and hence results in removal of energy usage that is wasted during idle clock cycles. It is shown that load balancing on heterogeneous cores or heterogeneous multi-processors is a tedious job. In literature only a few quality articles have addressed this issue but still no 100% results are achieved. Many core is not always increases the performance. There are some cases where performance for a specific program degrades when executes on more core as stated by Amdahl’s Law. One reason might be the dependency of code, which might increase the wait time, communication overhead and etc. The limitation is Amdahl’s Law, which states that the parallel speedup is limited by the serial code in a program i.e.

\[
(\text{Parallel Speedup})_n = \sum_{i=0}^{n} \left( \frac{\text{Serial} \times (1-\text{Serial})}{N} \right)
\]

It is clear from the above equation that if the serial percentage in a program is large, then parallel speedup saturates with small number of cores. Efficient and 100% resource utilization is a key to take full advantage of performance of computing machines [27]. Similarly creating unnecessarily dependencies on different components in the system significantly sinks overall system performance as it will results in increased communication overhead. There is a need to implement genetic algorithms, deferential equation (DE) based optimization, heuristics based algorithms and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) based intelligent algorithm to further decrease the power consumption of many core machines. Load balancing is high performance computing like cluster, grid and cloud [31, 32] needs researcher’s attention in academia and research laboratories. Load balancing is a hot research issue especially in HPC like clusters, grid and cloud computing. The heterogeneity of these systems makes this issue a little bit complex but these factors must be considered to fully utilize these systems for maximum utilization and true benefits in terms of service providers. Performance for cost, benefits to service providers and efficient resource allocation are the issues that needs to be addressed.
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